Relationship between tone burst discharge pattern and spontaneous firing rate of auditory nerve fibres in the guinea pig.
A detailed investigation was carried out of the response of single auditory nerve fibres in the guinea pig to tone bursts. Comparisons were made between the shapes of peri-stimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) of low and high characteristic frequency (CF) fibres grouped according to their spontaneous firing rates (SR). Both low and high CF fibres of high spontaneous rate (greater than 18 spikes/s) exhibited marked rapid adaptation in their PSTH's which became most pronounced at high stimulus intensities. The ratio of onset-to-adapted firing estimated from PSTH data in these fibres increased monotonically as a function of adapted firing rate. The behaviour of fibres with the lowest spontaneous rates (less than 0.5 spikes/s) was markedly different, particularly in fibres from low CF regions. In general, these low-SR fibres showed slower adaptation than high-SR fibres, and a less pronounced onset peak. This was most striking in low CF fibres. Furthermore, the ratio of onset-to-adapted firing rate tended to decrease with increasing stimulus intensity in both low and high CF fibres with low spontaneous firing rates. Low-SR fibres also showed the highest maximum discharge rates to tone burst stimuli. Fibres with medium spontaneous rates between 0.5 and 18 spikes/s displayed intermediate characteristics in their PSTH's. Recent data in the chinchilla (Relkin and Doucet, 1991), suggest that these differences may arise in part from differences in inter-stimulus recovery processes in the different spontaneous rate groups.